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Mini-NESA '18 

Poster Presentations 
 
Presenter(s) Title Station 

Preeti Bhatia Power of Provocations 

 
Provocations are an important aspect of learning in our EY child-centered setting. Provocations stimulate thoughts, 

feelings, ideas and actions. They are developmentally appropriate learning opportunities that teachers offer the children, 

based on the children’s interests as observed by the teachers. 

Provocations target certain concepts that help deepen the children’s understanding of the world around them. Because 

they are open-ended in nature, they allow children who are at different developmental levels to feel successful. Through 

these provocations, the children engage in a learning process through which higher order thinking skills are cultivated; 

the children think critically and creatively, solve problems as they arise, communicate and collaborate with friends as 

they share input or suggest ideas. Poster will contain visual examples and each example will define the purpose, skills 

and learning disposition. 

 

1 

Lama El Zein / Marwa 

Houdeib 

Children Arabic Songs: A Bridge to Real Life 

 
Songs are undoubtedly the most delightful way to learn a language. Our presentation takes Arabic songs for walks, to 

freshen up, get in touch with reality and make sense of their own existence; then bring them back to class to create 

meaningful connections and finely tuned beats. It’s all about living the song, feeling the words and bringing them to life. 

Notice how the classroom walls will love the music and start dancing to the beat, inviting children to fill them up with 

stories, impressions and lively illustrations! Only then, can we make sure that the blending has happened and that what 

we enjoyed and experienced closely would come out clearly and beautifully. Only then the song has been sung and the 

learning has happened, for life. 

To make our “abstract” more concrete, kindly join in our “circle” and add a note to our tunes. 
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Iman Saad Immersed Learning: See It! Feel It! 

 
Whether the children are telling stories, building a structure, or painting, their conversations encompass a variety of 

topics, some of which cannot be experienced first-hand within the confines of school: What is it like under the sea? How 

big is Burj Khalifa? 

Instead of providing answers, we instead offer them the next best thing to reality: Virtual Reality (VR). Using Virtual 

Reality (and specifically the Expeditions and Street View apps), the learning experiences of the children are enriched and 

become more meaningful and memorable. As they are constructing their knowledge through the various open-ended 

provocations, and to support them in the process, the VR headset is offered to them as one of the languages 

(technology). 

 

3 

Ruwaida Kaed Beyh Bring your Story to Life: Digital Storytelling 

 
PowToon is free cloud-based software for creating animated presentations and animated explanatory videos in Arabic, 

French, and English. With PowToon, learners can create engaging, animated videos, storytelling, and presentations with 

a professional look and while having fun. This tool will help in improving learners’ understanding, speaking, and writing 

skills in a creative and fun way to enhance learning in an engaging, memorable and impactful way in class. It helps 

challenged students to learn about plot, setting, characters, domain-specific vocabulary, evidence, and the habits of 

close reading in a non-text way. 

 

4 

Habiba Fathallah / 

Summer Turf 

The Wind Dance 

 
In their search for meaning, the children of KG1 B wondered and inquired about the Change and Transformation that 

they see taking place around them. The children explored Wind as a catalyst of Change and Transformation in the form 

of concrete experiences through engaging their senses, making theories about wind and testing them. They reflected on 

wind related phenomena, investigated the effect of wind on human beings and their wellbeing. This poster presentation 

will shed light on the above mentioned skills and how were they utilized in The Wind Dance Project. 

 

5 

Eric Bonnett Benefits of Music on Language Learning 

 
Music is a universal language that can be used to assist with language learning. Multiple ways one can integrate music 

into their classrooms will be explored and studies have shown that the use of music in language learning allows 

language learners to mimic the brain waves of a native speaker of the language. By incorporating music into the 

learning environment, students will be able to increase vocabulary, and gain an overall deeper understanding of that 

language. 
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Midge Livingston Flipgrid for Reflection and Review 

 
The poster discusses the implementation of FlipGrid as a Library resource for students to access and create book 

reviews for reference and reflection and further offer ideas on how this free resource can be used at multiple grade 

levels (3-12) for communication skills, community and reflection. 

 

7 

Kaleen Wheeler Recognizing, Taking Responsibility, Reconciling, and Resolving - A multi-learning-style 

behavior intervention for struggling 9th Graders 

  
This poster introduces an intervention to respond to students who are demonstrating difficulty transitioning to the 

values and expectations of ACS. The intervention uses a mix of verbal, social, kinesthetic, and visual activities to help 

reach different types of learners. 

 

8 

Ghada Dada Destiny 

 
This poster introduces techniques for importing student records with Patupdates! It will include information about how 

to add and update records on Destiny, saving time and avoiding unnecessary errors. 

 

9 

Wafa Kays Mind Maps and Teaching Arabic Language 

 
This poster will introduce the use of mind mapping techniques to help learners organize their thinking around a topic. 

This will result in increased student recall as well as a better understanding of connected ideas. 

 

10 

Marcelle Kairouz / 

Simon Barakat 

Solving Problems through Student-Created Innovations 

 
This poster will explain available technologies and how they are used to enhance learning and open the window to new 

instructional strategies and practices. Viewers learn about innovative approaches to solve day-to-day problems and 

learn to construct automated solutions to everyday problems using microcontrollers and ready-made and free-available 

codes and electronic circuitry. 

 

11 

Tom Pederson OFF THE WALL 

 
This poster will explain how challenges posted on bulletin boards can increase engagement and support student learning. 
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Nabila Hamadeh The Hundred Languages of Expression 

 
This presentation will introduce the Reggio Emilia concept of the 100 Languages of Children. This video will reinforce 

the concept that children express their thoughts and feelings through a multitude of ways. 

 

13 

Ventura Pablo / Al-

Jabir Hassan  

Engineering Design Process, Building a Solar Oven 

 
This poster will present a solution to the challenge of cooking food in the absence of any source of energy, other than 

the sun. It will explain the Engineering Design Process and how we used this process to develop this solution. 

 

14 

Barbara Carlson Do you want to join me and join the Khan Academy's One World Schoolhouse? 

 
This poster will introduce the One World Schoolhouse philosophy. Visitors will learn how teachers can partner with 

other teachers to use online tools such as Quill for teaching / writing and Newslea to improve reading. 

 

15 

Sarah Abdallah Reader’s Workshop in MS Arabic Classroom 

 
This poster will explain Reader’s Workshop, which is a strategy used to promote the reading skills in the Arabic language 

classrooms. Viewers will see how the Arabic language teachers can help students become successful and independent 

readers. 

 

16 

Nour International Nour International: Who We Are? 

 
An ACS student-led organization founded in 2015 to support the education of over 200 Syrian and Palestinian children. 

 

17 

Himaya Child Protection 

 
Himaya is a Lebanese NGO dedicated to making child protection a right across Lebanon. 
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Jenna Majzoub Legislation Surrounding Immigration after Trump 

 
Legislation surrounding immigration changed in America since Trump became president. I'm going to be talking about 

the different laws and rules that have played a role and become stricter, as well as groups like the ICE and their impact. I 

also want to discuss the lack of power NGOs have in this case and how hard it has become for people, especially 

Muslims (Muslim Ban), to migrate into America, even if they are legal. 

 

19 

Alexandra Assaad Health Care Rights Laws in Lebanon 

 
My presentation focuses on the health care rights provided by the Lebanese law to the Palestinian refugee community 

in Lebanon. This topic of discussion targets the role of the NGO UNRWA, and its role in providing medical care facilities 

to the Palestinians in opposed to the role of the government. An interview with UNRWA and the Lebanese Ministry of 

Health was therefore conducted to understand the steps taken by each towards finding a solution to this problem. 

 

20 

Layan El Hout Domestic Violence against Women in Lebanon 
  
I will be studying the extent to which the personal status law and the governmental roles in Lebanon have an impact on 

the case of domestic violence against women. Seeing that the majority of women in Lebanon are unable to ask for a 

divorce to free themselves from an abusive relationship, signifies the nature of the confessional and patriarchal system 

present in the Lebanese government are the key factors preventing her to do so. This hints at the fact that the 

government has not been very efficient in taking the necessary steps to alter the law based on both, male and female 

needs, in order to eradicate such a widespread conflict both nationally and internationally. 

 

21 

Razan Mersal Aboriginal People in Canada 

 
There is a long and problematic history with the treatment of Aboriginal people in Canada. This project investigated one 

of the long-lasting effects of this treatment, the missing and murdered Aboriginal women and children. The number of 

Aboriginal women and children that have continued to go missing is chilling, and brings about questions of Canadian 

priorities and whether or not the Canadian government and police view Aboriginals as equals. 

 

22 

Tarek Karkouti Limiting Palestinian Rights in Lebanon 

 
To what extent does limiting Palestinian rights in Lebanon protect the stabilization and security of the Lebanese 

community? 
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Kam Kalima Teacher Platform for Arabic Teachers 

 
Improve your school’s Arabic learning experience with an engaging and beneficial platform, brought to you by teachers 

to teachers. 

 

24 

Tabshoura Lebanese Alternative Learning 

 
Tabshoura is a free trilingual e-learning platform. 

   

25 

Cherpa Future Skills-Coding 

 
Throughout all the coding courses at Cherpa platform, students solve real life challenges designed by industry experts. 

 

26 

Kids Genius Learning by Doing 

 
We adopt Learning by Doing in our concept. So we help youngsters, through hands-on activities, to discover their 

dexterity skills and develop them while learning with plenty of excitement about technology, manufacturing, and open 

source tools. 

By exposing them to the different machines, electronic components and materials, they will start implementing their 

creativity in actual new products. 

 

27 

Kashida Educational Consultancy and Training 

 
Kashida aims to give everyone the opportunity to learn, simply, because we believe in people’s innate long-life desire to 

discover. We design and create your custom learning experiences, with the most reliable consultancy for your 

educational needs. We value innovation and will deliver your learning content across multiple platforms, with a promise 

to continuously enhance learning through technology. 

 

28 

Little Thinking 

Minds 

Digital Reading Programs 

 
An array of resources that motivate and encourage children to learn through scientifically developed engaging 

platforms aimed at improving results. 
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Spicatech Game Development Skills 

 
A platform to teach kids and teenagers game development skills. 

 

30 

YAYY Games Game Studio 

 
A gaming studio that develops games using new technologies. 

 

31 

Lululittle Personalized Children Book 

 
Personalized children books inspired by cultural themes. 
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Ingrid Thornton The Garden: A World of Possibilities 

 

Encounters with animals, plants, and the elements invite inquiry through which children’s wonder and curiosity deepens 

into learning. 
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